President’s Message
Spring? Is it here? I hope so. For us
in California ---- well, we never had
a winter!
I got to meet one of my heroes, Jake
Steinfeld. What a great experience.
Jake was warm, friendly, positive,
considerate, prepared and made me
feel at home -- like we were old
friends.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TR7OgKg4zPI&list=UUmmfkjRzV7U6kc3dD6c-Fdg
The #NccptTransformMe contest was such a success
we’ve decided to run it again and double down to $5000!
Enter all your clients. It’s free to enter. The cutoff date is
the week of May 12th.
Just go to https://www.facebook.com/NCCPT. You and
one of your clients can win $5000 in cash, plus additional prizes.
Here’s how it works:
• It’s FREE to enter.

• Enter as many clients as you want.

• The contest begins April 1st and ends on June 30th, 2014

• Go to https://www.facebook.com/NCCPT and each week
post a photo of your client with the hashtag, #NccptTransformMe.

Make sure the photo demonstrates the client’s physique.
We want to be able to witness and judge the transformation.
You must post photos of the client weekly, with a minimum of six weeks to win.
Use this as a marketing tool to recruit and motivate clients
to shed their “winter coats.” If you win, you’ll receive
$2500, your client receives $2500 and you both win additional prizes. Along the way, we will bring you special
offers on our Facebook page to help your clients reach
their fitness goals.
Read about Melody Foster who is transforming her life
with her trainer Marilyn Hoyt.
Our Featured Personal Trainer is Alison Opel who
demonstrates how being a Mom can also include training
others.
Once again we have a CEU article entitled “Trail Running” by Erica Gratton. You can now earn .5 CEU’s
by reading this article and taking the quiz online. Here
is a $10 off coupon when purchasing the CEU. Go here
to get the article: http://www.nccpt.com/data/newsletters/52a8e3aa8fc2e.pdf then use this coupon code for the
discount: minus10
I look forward to seeing all your clients’ transformations
on Facebook!
Stay fit,
John Platero

NCCPT News
NCCPT President Gets to Meet One of his Heroes:
John sits down to an interview with Jake Stienfeld from Body By Jake,
one of the fitness industry’s biggest stars. The two sit down to talk history,
business and fitness tips

>>more

NCCPT Now Offers the Compression Gear T Shirts:
You’ve worked hard to earn your certification, now show it off with these
compression shirts. Combining form and function, compression shirts are
not only fashionable, but can help prevent muscle injury and fatigue.

>>more

The Transform Me Challenge is in the Closing Weeks!
We’ve recieved hundreds of entries! Our trainers are hard at work!
Though there is no clear winner yet, we’re very impressed with our competitors! Do you have what it takes? Want to see the competition? Enter
now!

>>more

IDEA Fitness

$30 OFF your full or 1-day registration

Trail Running:

What’s all the Hype It’s Only Dirt!
.1 CEU
By Erica Gratton
Jeep wrangler or sleek sedan? Filet
mignon or turkey burger? Enough met-

aphors already…Trail running vs. Road running.
That’s the real question. Which are you? Trail runner
or road runner?
The difference between trail runners and road
runners isn’t what they wear on their feet or the car
they drive or the even the meat they eat. The differ-

Trail runners,
measure their
runs by time
rather than
distance.

ARTICLE!

ence lies between their ears. No joke. It boils down
to a psychological difference. One distinction in
their attitude is the quest for speed and distance versus pursuing something for an intrinsic, yet immeasurable, experience. Road runners tend to be into
measurement. Pace, heart rate, time (above, in and
below their heart-rate zone), the distance they have
run and the calories they have burned. In contrast,
trail runners rarely know there pace, unless it is to
estimate their finish time or figure out if they will
make a time-cut-off. Normally trail runners, mea-

sure their runs by time rather than distance. They
may crunch some elevation gain numbers, but that’s
just because it’s cool to know how high the trail is
that they just run. Don’t get me wrong, trail runners
may log their training days – miles, calories and
elevation but their notes usually also include what
trail it was, the condition of it; rutty, rooted, single
or double track…if they found a new trail and / or
discovered the trail they were on actually connected
with last week’s trail and voila……! The trail now
offers a loop option rather than just an out and back
course. Trail runners are also about details, just not
the same kind.
Just as there is separation between “roadies”
and mountain bikers in the cycling world, so is
the dichotomy between alpine skiers and telemark
“pin heads,” sport climbers and traditional climbers,
flat-water kayakers and white-water kayakers, track
skiers and ski tour types, and road runners and trail
runners. It’s all in the attitude!
If that is the case, based on an ALTA* recent study
showing the rising trend in trail racing…there
should be a lot more free loving, laid back people
running around the streets. Oh wait, they wouldn’t
be running around the streets, they’d be hitting the
trails! Check out these recent stats: There were 450
trail races in 2000 and 2,667 in 2012. Huge growth.

Road runners
tend to be into
measurement.
Pace, heart rate,
time

In 2000, 90,105 runners participated in those races
which grew to 326,098 in 2012. Also in 2012, 233
new trail races were hosted while in 2000, only a
mere 25 were held. Statistics predicted the growth
trend in trail running to reach nearly 350,000 participants in 2013. It is an obligation of the trail running community to teach the new comers how to stay
safe, how to pick a good running line, basic trail etiquette and most importantly, how to leave the trail
better than you found it! So hang up your road shoes
and throw on some rugged sneakers, because we’re
going to hit the trails running.
There are so many benefits to hitting the trails. Trail
running reduces your risk of injury. How is that possible? Easy….. The uneven terrain – roots, rocks, water
crossing and ever varying trails lesson the likelihood
of overuse injuries due to constant, repetitious foot
strikes on pavement. The varying terrain also requires
a runner to engage core stabilizing muscles. Trail running will make a runner stronger by building greater
balance and better mental focus. If I haven’t convinced
you to hit the trails yet, then ponder this…getting dirty
makes you feel way more bad ass than you really are.
Before you let your inner primal warrior free, let’s review some easy ways to stay safe on the trails.

Stay safe on the trails
1 Slow down and take short, light footed
strides. Expect to run slower on the trails. Focus on what feels comfortable, not your pace.
Shorten your stride, stand tall and run lightly.
You will probably roll your ankles, but if you
are light on your feet with shorter strides you
will be able to go into that “roll” more easily
and less likely to injury yourself. Agility is a
key factor.
2 Pick a good line. Always look 5-10 feet ahead
of you, not directly down at your feet. Plan
your steps and pick a good line. Try to step
over fallen trees, roots and large rocks rather
than on them; they can be slippery even when
they don’t appear to be. Keep a distance between you and your fellow runners as well. In
case you need to jump, duck or change speeds,
it helps if you can actually see the trail ahead
of you!
3 Walk if you need to. Don’t be afraid to walk
the hills. Trail runners know it’s more efficient
to walk up steep hills and conserve energy. Be
sure to keep your posture tall and pump your
arms. It’s harder to get up a hill if you are bent
over. Your lungs aren’t as efficient if they are
compressed. Keep your eyes on the crest of the
hill. Knowing the top is near is a huge motivator for digging deep within. Don’t exhaust
yourself on the steep stuff. Train smarter. Perform better.
4 Run wild on the down hills. Stop breaking
and allow yourself to fly a little. Your knees
will thank you later. Use your arms to slow you
down if you need to. Extend them away from
your body and loosely hang them to draft you.
A“bunny hop” kind of run on the down hills
will also slow you enough to navigate the technical stuff on single tracks. If you start to lose
control, run like a skier in an “s” formation.
5 Know the weather. Before you go outside for
hours, be sure you check the weather. Especially if you are heading for the mountain trails.
Weather can change within minutes. Be certain
to apply plenty of sunscreen if the sun is shining and the trails are exposed.

6 Pack plenty to drink and eat. Hydration and
fueling can make or break some days. Studying
the mountain trails and knowing if they are exposed or shaded is good to know. Take plenty
of water, electrolytes, and food. If you plan to
go far, you may be away from any supplies for
hours.
7 Buddy system and unplugging. Many things
are better when done together. Grab a friend
and hit the trails. It is safer to run in pairs or
small groups. It is also safer to run unplugged.
If you can hear your surroundings, you will
be less likely to get spooked or surprised by a
downhill mountain biker as he or she whizzes
by.
8 Be Safe. Bring a map, plenty of water, fuel
and a phone. Phone service is not always available, but you can take a picture with a phone.
The spectacular views are worth it. Again,
leave your ear buds at home. Safety is first and
if you can’t hear your surroundings, you’re not
alert. Unplug and enjoy the sounds of nature as
they were intended.

Now that we know how to stay safe on the trails, let’s
learn a few reasons why we made the best decision in
our running career to leave the asphalt behind.

Benefits of trail running
over road running:
1 Trails are softer, so most trail runners experience less injuries due to impact forces.
2 Uneven terrain forces runners to take shorter strides causing them to land more mid foot;
less heel strike. Uneven terrain also builds
stronger stabilizing muscles in the lower legs.
In addition, smaller muscles responsible for
proprioception and balance get recruited as
well -- especially around the ankles.
3 Hills, hills and more hills make you stronger.
There is little to nowhere that trail running is
flat. Running uphill engages the same muscles
when running flat, however there is increased
resistance which builds more strength.

ates a braking simulation each time the foot
makes contact with the ground.
5 Breathe easier knowing there are no motor vehicles on the trails (or minimal Ranger traffic)
and an abundance of trees.
6 Trail running is mentally enjoyable which is
a major component in maintaining consistency
and longevity in the sport. It is most relaxing to
get out of the hustle of town and reflect on life.
You may make a spiritual connection.
So the next step you take should be onto a trail.
Don’t be intimidated, it’s only dirt!

*http://www.austinfitmagazine.com/article/from-thegrowth-of-trail-running-to-environmentalism/

4 Shorter strides due to the varying terrain
promote foot striking mid foot requiring less
energy than heel to toe running which also cre-

READ THE ARTICLE? TAKE THE QUIZ!
EARN .1 CEUS BY CLICKING HERE!

ENTER THE COUPON CODE: ARTICLE10
FOR $10 OFF YOUR TEST

NCCPT
Featured
Trainer
Alison
Opel

By Hamed Hamad

No matter what you
want your kids to become, they will always
be whatever they want
to be. If you let them,
they might even make
a career out of it.

“It’s more than looking
good and being strong.
It’s building a strong
body and mind.”
And, so it went for Alison Opel.
Born and raised in Oklahoma, Alison had a normal
upbringing, with no pressure to join a specific sport
or extracurricular activity. However, she was sure
of one thing and one thing only: “To be a mom.”
Whether it was because she came from a family-oriented home or not, Alison’s hope would eventually
become a reality.
After the family moved to Richmond, Virginia, the
dots of Alison’s life began to connect. There, she
went to high-school, became a cheerleader, met her
sweetheart and eventually married him a year after
graduation.
As the responsibilities of life grew, it only continued
to grow by having children. After the birth of their
second child, Alison says, “My biggest goal, even as a
kid, was to be a mom. Then I wanted to be a healthy
mom.” But more than anything else, Alison needed
“me time.”
In 2011, Alison took a Zumba class for the very first
time and she loved it! She adored the vigor and energy that the Zumba instructor gave to the entire group.
Alison was especially attracted to the “group-setting”
workouts, motivating her to stay healthy and fit.
The more Alison committed to her overall wellbeing,
the more she attracted the opportunities that would
later ignite her career. Shortly after joining American
Family Fitness, Alison got involved in group classes,
which she says, “…pushed me beyond my limits.”
There, she exposed herself to Body Pump classes
and eventually boot-camp exercises. No matter how
rigorous the workouts were, Alison loved the challenge and energy that came from group-style exercis-

es. More importantly, Alison was healthier, toned and
packed on some muscle.
In February 2013, Alison began to consider how great
it would be to actually lead her own boot camp class.
Within weeks of having that thought, one of Alison’s
friends forwarded an online promotion of becoming
an NCCPT personal trainer. And in March, she was
certified.
Even though she was not accustomed to participate
nor ever did one-on-one personal training before, Alison was excited to do it, yet with a vision to go back
to group settings. Today, Alison is leading an array of
women ranging from 25 to 40 years old. In addition,
she finds absolutely no excuses to any season in order
to stay fit. The summers are dedicated to outdoor fitness, while winter workouts are held at a local studio.
There, Alison focuses on body strength exercises,
resistant bands and light dumbbells. Her philosophy
is, “ditching the scale.” She says, “It’s more than
looking good and being strong. It’s building a strong
body and mind.”
As it is with any ambitious person, there are always
plans and thoughts for the future. For Alison, it came
sooner than expected. After interviewing for Head
Leader of “Moms in Motion,” the first of its kind in
Richmond, VA, Alison will officially be leading the
pack in March 2014! Thus, there is no surprise that
Alison’s hope to be a mom would turn into a fitness
career of helping women and of course, fellow-mothers. With that said, NCCPT congratulates Alison
Opel for being chosen as NCCPT’s Featured Personal Trainer.
For more information on Alison or to connect with
her personally, visit: http://theabsolutestrength.com/

Melody Foster

A Fitness Journey
By Hamed Hamad
in better shape. Paying little attention to nutrition,
Melody and her teammates were simply being college
students. From “All-you-can-eat taco Mondays” to
sugary sweets, no diet seemed to phase these young
ladies. They were training nearly 2-3 hours a day, 5
days a week.

If you have had a past, then you hope to have a better
future. For NCCPT’s Transform Me Challenge contestant, Melody Foster, the future looks pretty darn
bright.
Ever since she was a child, Melody had no special
regimen nor pressured to be a part of any sport. This
Kansas native was just a normal, active kid who
played basketball and volleyball just for fun, before
taking it to another level as she headed to college.
As soon as she arrived at Wichita State University
to major in communications, Melody took part in a
walk-on tryout to be on the school’s rowing team.
Standing at nearly 6 ft. tall, little did she know that a
tryout would turn into a 5-year rowing streak.
The first semester was a challenge for Melody as
she balanced sports and academics, but friends and
family were cheering her on. Once second semester
hit, Melody was already rowing with varsity girls and
no matter what she ate, Melody could not have been

Every now and then, Melody would team up with her
co-athletes and attempt a healthier approach by dieting and substituting rich foods with protein shakes.
However, diets never lasted, because rowing kept
everyone in shape.
In 2008, shortly after graduation, Melody took an offer to coach a high school crew team in Dallas, Texas.
As it is for any coach, Melody focused on supervising
and training the team, consequently, she wasn’t as
active as she used to be. Although she enjoyed the
job, Melody ended it a year later, to pursue a career in
communications.
By the fall of 2013, Melody had obviously been
away from athletics for a while. On top of that, her
wedding was right around the corner and there was
no better reason to get back in shape! With the help
of her friends, Melody was referred to their personal
trainer, Marilyn Hoyt at Rock Fitness. Even though
Melody is a part of a group boot camp style setting,
she says, “Marilyn reminds us all the time that our fitness journey is 80% nutrition and 20% fitness; a very
different mindset than what I had in college.” Cur-

Marilyn Hoyt and her trainee Melody Foster

rently, Melody is eating healthier, focusing on whole
foods and dropping processed food items from her
diet.
Since she started working out with Marilyn in Au-
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Use the Coupon Code: HH2014

To get 20% off your Hammer Head Anchor
Gym.
Known as the “Portable Gym”, hook your
achor into the wall and break out the bands
and straps for a full body workout.
ORDER TODAY!

gust and eating healthier, Melody has lost 20 lbs and
learned about NCCPT’s Transform Me Challenge
through Marilyn. Melody says that being a part of
this challenge will only push her to get her body back
to the way it used to be!

